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Mild traumatic brain injury (mTBI), is a commonly occurred sports-related injury,
especially in contact sports like football and soccer. Hemorrhage will appear as hy-
pointense lesions on T ⇤2 weighted images, resulting from mTBI. Thus, T ⇤2 weighted
gradient echo pulse sequence can be used to generate magnitude susceptibility-weighted
(SW) images, and to further detect negative intensity changes of di↵erent regions of
interests (ROIs) inside human brains. Our goal was to investigate how the ROI-
specific intensity changes in each individual sports athlete over a single competition
season and to interrogate whether these changes are correlated with repetitive sub-
concussive or concussive events. After a pipeline of processing steps on the magnitude
SW images, three separate statistical analyses were applied to detect cerebral regions
that are showing negative changes during the participation. Results are implying
that a few statistically significant decreases were found in some certain ROIs among
several sports athletes while most of the collision sports athletes exhibited no magni-
tude SW image changes during their own competition season. It is also shown that
T ⇤2 weighted imaging, while not ideal for asymptomatic athletes, can reveal changes
in some mTBI subjects.
11. INTRODUCTION
Millions of traumatic brain injuries (TBIs) occur every year worldwide, many of
which are sports-related. It is estimated that there are 1.6 million to 3.8 million sports-
related TBIs occurrences in the United States per year, and that hospitalizations
due to TBI are increasing [1]. Repeated brain injuries can be linked to di↵erent
diseases or deficiencies, such as early-set Alzheimer’s disease, depression, and chronic
traumatic encephalopathy [2]. Sports-related TBIs may even involve with loss of
consciousness, loss of balance, and/or cognitive related disorders [3], and will possibly
lead to the concussions, or equivalently, the mild TBIs (mTBIs). Among all the causes
of mTBIs, contact sports are now playing an increasingly significant role, especially
in the young adult athletes. It is known that many sports such as football and soccer
provide plentiful opportunities to experience repetitive head blows, and researchers
have shown that this might be a significant factor that contribute to the accrued brain
damage [4]. However, the sequelae from mTBIs are di cult to observe, and results
from conventional clinical imaging technique such as Computerized Tomography (CT)
scan is insensitive in identifying the changes in the neurophysiology.
Brain injuries due to concussions or subconcussions may arise both from the ac-
tual head collision and the recovery phase. Although the correlation between the
injury symptoms and the observed neurophysiological changes still remains poorly
characterized, it has been found that the actual head impact may produce axonal
injury, such as is more commonly observed in the severe TBI. Additionally, cerebral
microbleeds (CMBs) have been observed to associate with axonal shearing, and both
have been found to be non-localized [5]. Injuries in the recovery phase may result
in changes in cerebral blood flow (hypo- and hyperperfusion), impairment of cere-
brovascular autoregulation, cerebral metabolic dysfunction and inadequate cerebral
oxygenation [6]. In general cases, neurophysiological changes related to cerebral blood
2may not only happen immediately after the brain injury, but also can occur in the
recovery phase, and it usually take a long period to recover.
It has been shown that each sex or sport can have di↵erent responses to the
concussion. For instance, Lincoln et al. (2011) [7] found that the concussion rate
for girls in high school soccer (0.35 per 1000 athlete exposures (AEs)) was double
that of boys (0.017 per 1000 AEs) between academic years 1997-1998 and 2007-2008.
Though the cause of this phenomenon still remains unknown, but it has been observed
that the outcome of TBI is worse for females than for males. For di↵erent sports,
researchers have demonstrated that the concussion rate for high school male football
players was 0.47 per 1000 AEs in the sports season of 2005-2006, which is the highest
rate among all the other sports. This rate is also doubling of the concussion rate for
high school boy’s soccer athletes (0.22 per 1000 AEs) [8]. Therefore, it is reasonable
to break the study subjects into groups di↵erentiated by sex and sports.
There are several di↵erent approaches that scientists can use to detect pathology
in brain tissue. Structural Magnetic Resonance (MR) imaging can be used to take
images of the brain with di↵erent contrast enhancement, such as T1  or T2 weighted
contrast. Researchers can observe the intensity di↵erences in the weighted images that
indicate pathology [9]. Moreover, a few studies tend to use di↵usion tensor imaging
(DTI) to search for evidence of di↵use axonal injury in concussion [10]. Other regular
imaging techniques like fluid-attenuated inversion recovery (FLAIR) imaging, which is
especially useful for the observation of subtle changes at the cerebral regions that close
to cerebrospinal fluid (CSF), and functional MRI (fMRI) scans, which can measure
the brain activity by detecting associated changes in blood flow or default mode
network [2] [11] [12] .
Among all advanced neuroimaging techniques, there is one imaging protocol called
T ⇤2 weighted gradient echo (GE) imaging, which is sensitive to discover hemorrhagic
regions due to the paramagnetic substances inside blood vessels. A few imaging
techniques take advantage of T ⇤2 weighted GE pulse sequence with di↵erent imaging
parameters to acquire medical images, for example, susceptibility-weighted imaging
3(SWI). Susceptibility-weighted (SW) imaging can be applied to detect CMBs that
often accompany TBI. It is a new MRI modality that involves post processing of a GE
data set, by enhancing the image contrast in areas where the magnetic susceptibility
of a tissue di↵ers from the susceptibility of neighboring tissues. Both magnitude and
phase images of SWI are acquired using the T ⇤2 -weighted GE pulse sequence. Further
contrast enhancement is achieved by filtering the phase mask, and thus will provide
the physicians and/or researchers a high-contrast resulting SW image.
SWI is becoming scientifically adopted on a large scale since the resulting image
gives a superior image contrast between deoxygenated blood in veins and grey or
white matter. It can also give the additional diagnostic information about patholo-
gies associated with di↵erent neurophysiological diseases, for example microbleeds,
iron deposits, vascular malformations and calcifications [13] [14]. SWI is developed
by [15] and has been commercialized by General Electric Healthcare, Siemens Health-
care, and Philips Healthcare. Recently, researchers from the University of California,
San Francisco (UCSF) have developed a novel technique to acquire the magnitude
susceptibility-weighted MR images [16]. This work is based on this imaging protocol,
further image processing as well as statistical analyses will be applied to the obtained
images.
This study mainly uses the T ⇤2 -weighted GE imaging technique to automatically
detect hypointense cerebral lesions as well as the cerebral regions showing negative
MR signal changes in the magnitude SW images of our study subjects, to investigate
if the observed changes are the subtle signs of CMBs due to both subconcussive
and concussive brain injuries. Additionally, we expect to examine the correlates of
the detected neurophysiological changes and the head collisions that study subjects
received during their own competition season.
42. BACKGROUND
2.1 Susceptibility and Phase
2.1.1 Magnetic Susceptibility
In Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI), magnetic susceptibility,  , is an inherent
material property that describes the induced magnetization, ~M , of the material in
the outer magnetic field, ~H.
For linear materials with  ⌧ 1, this relation follows
~M =   ~H. (2.1)
This formula becomes clear that the induced magnetization is directly propor-
tional to the outer magnetic field and the magnetic susceptibility. So the magnetic
susceptibility can be considered as the degree of magnetization a tissue or substance
experiences when it placed in an outer magnetic field. Substances with di↵erent
susceptibility can be classified as paramagnetic, diamagnetic or ferromagnetic sub-
stances. If the susceptibility of a material is larger than zero (i.e.,   > 0), then the
related material is called paramagnetic substance. Paramagnetism arises when the
material contains atoms with unpaired electrons [17]. Examples of paramagnetic sub-
stances are most iron-based materials or tissues, such as deoxygenated blood [13]. On
the other hand, diamagnetic substances have   < 0. Diamagnetism is a mechanism
that caused by the orbital motion of electrons around atoms, which will further create
a magnetic field opposed to the applied magnetic field. For instance, calcium in the
body tends to be in the form of calcium phosphates and is diamagnetic. Ferromag-
netic substances are not included in this study because they refer to metal orthopedic
implants or materials, which are forbidden in the MRI scan.
5We can further express the relationship between the induced magnetic field, ~B,
and the outer magnetic field, ~H, with permeability, µˆ, as the proportionality constant
~B = µˆ ~H. (2.2)
















It is known that each tissue or substance behaves di↵erently in a magnetic field,
for example, paramagnetic or diamagnetic substance. The magnetic field inside the
human body will vary spatially as a result of the di↵erences in magnetic susceptibility
of tissues. For instance, oxygen is carried by a hemoglobin to the cells in blood vessels.
The hemoglobin consists of four protein subunits each containing one iron ion, Fe2+,
which is a paramagnetic substance. When the iron ion binds to an oxygen, it results
in an oxyhemoglobin molecule with no unpaired electrons, and the remaining deoxy-
genated hemoglobin possesses unpaired electrons and becomes paramagnetic. As a
result of di↵erent magnetic properties of hemoglobin, blood can either be diamagnetic
or paramagnetic. Hence, it will cause the variation in the resulting susceptibility, and
this will further influence the MR signal [17]. A cerebral hemorrhage is a source of
paramagnetic changes of susceptibility while calcification is a cause of diamagnetic
changes of susceptibility. We can, therefore, use the proper MRI pulse sequence, i.e.,
T ⇤2 weighted GE sequence, to detect these neurophysiological changes.
62.1.2 Phase
The MR signal is expressed as a complex signal, which can be shown as
⇢ˆ = ⇢me
j  (2.6)
, where ⇢m is the magnitude and   is the phase of the complex MR signal. A typical
expression of complex MR signal is shown in Fig. 2.1.
Fig. 2.1. The complex expression of MR signal.
The phase images ( (x, y)) are generated as follows




The range of meaningful phase values is the interval [ ⇡, ⇡), though the actual
phase value may take any real number. If an object extends outside the field of view
(FOV), it will experience a phase shift, which is commonly known as phase aliasing.
A typical phase image of the brain is shown in Fig. 2.2 [13].
When the induced magnetic field inside the object or substance varies spatially,
it will influence the phase of MR signal. The phase,   is proportional to the change
in the induced magnetic field, 4B = B   B0, where B is the magnetic field in the
object and B0 is the external applied magnetic field. The expression for the phase is
  =   4BTE (2.8)
, where   is the gyro-magnetic ratio for certain substance, and TE refer to the echo
time (TE).
7Fig. 2.2. Example of phase image of MR signal.
The phase images can be used to create a phase mask, to further enhance the
contrast in the original magnitude image by suppressing voxels having certain phase
values. Since the phase of MR signal is negatively proportional to 4B, it is obvious
that paramagnetic substances, such as iron ion and deoxyhemoglobin, would produce
negative phase values, while diamagnetic substances (e.g. calcium) would produce
positive phase values. Thus, with the phase mask multiplication, paramagnetic and
diamagnetic substances will appear as di↵erent (even opposite) signal intensity levels
in resulting MR images [18].
2.2 Imaging Protocols
2.2.1 SWI Pulse Sequence
Susceptibility-weighted imaging, developed by Haacke et al. [13] [14] [15], is an
acquisition and post-processing technique that involves the processing of a GE data
set, and further utilizes phase images to enhance the image contrast in areas where
the susceptibility of a tissue di↵ers from the susceptibility of neighboring tissues.
When the phase mask has been created, it will be multiplied by the magnitude image
several times in order to give good contrast to noise ratio (CNR). Image voxels with
negative phase will be suppressed, thus the resulting image will be more hypointense
8in regions where the phase is negative. The basic pipeline for creating an SW image
is shown in Fig. 2.3 [19].
Fig. 2.3. SWI post-processing steps for creating SW images.
SWI processing acquires both magnitude and phase images from the T ⇤2 weighted
GE pulse sequence. The magnitude SW images are the regular T ⇤2 weighted images,
while The phase SW images are dependent on the magnetic susceptibility of di↵erent
tissues. If we combine the magnitude and phase images together by suppressing
certain voxels, the SW filtered-phase images will provide us a superior image contrast.
Additionally, it can help doctors/clinicians to di↵erentiate cerebral hemorrhages from
calcifications.
2.2.2 T ⇤2 weighted Gradient Echo Pulse Sequence
T ⇤2 weighted GE pulse sequence generates gradient echoes as a consequence of
echo refocusing. The initial slice selective radio frequency (RF) pulse applied to the
tissue is less than ⇡2 (typically rotation angles are between 0 and
⇡
2 ). Immediately
9after this RF pulse, the spins begin to dephase. Instead of refocusing 180  RF pulse,
reversing the gradient polarity produces a gradient echo. Due to the inhomogeneities
in the magnetic field, spins will dephase faster and the refocusing at the time of the
echo will be incomplete. This refers to as T ⇤2 relaxation and causes a reduction of
the MR signal. Variations in susceptibility will result in magnetic field distortions
and such areas will thus have shorter T ⇤2 relaxation times, and will be seen as hy-
pointense areas in the magnitude image. A GE sequence with relatively long TE gives
a T ⇤2 weighting on the MR signal, which is partly a susceptibility weighting. Both
paramagnetic and diamagnetic substances will cause the susceptibility variation in
related areas, they will thus provide a short T ⇤2 weighting in those areas and appear
as hypointense regions.
The SW filtered-phase image is a means to di↵erentiate paramagnetic from dia-
magnetic substances because the former one will have the negative phase and the
latter one will have the positive phase. After phase filtering, paramagnetic substances
appear as hypointense areas while diamagnetic substances showing as hyperintense
regions. The only di↵erence between T ⇤2 weighted images and SW filtered images is,
T ⇤2 -weighted images show both paramagnetic and diamagnetic substances as areas of
hypointense signal intensity. With this being illustrated, we utilize this T ⇤2 weighted
GE pulse sequence to detect hypointense areas that caused of iron ion, deoxygenated
blood, or calcium, which may be subtle signs of CMBs or calcification.
Specifically, in this study, we acquire magnitude MR images based on an axial
2-D multislice T ⇤2 weighted GE pulse sequence, invented by Yuh et al. (2013) [16].
The resulting T ⇤2 weighted data we obtained from the MRI scanner can be regarded




A cohort of 14 high school male football players (ages 15-18, mean=16.5) and 20
female soccer (ages 14-19, mean=16.2) athletes (17 from local high school, and 3 from
the University) were recruited for participation during their own competition season.
Another 14 non-collision sport collegiate athletes (9 male, ages 19-22, mean=21) were
recruited as controls. MR Data of these subjects were processed and analyzed. In our
study, football players participated in five imaging sessions, including before (Pre),
during (In1, In2 ), and after (Post1, Post2 ) their competition season. Meanwhile, fe-
male soccer athletes participated in four imaging sessions, also including before (Pre),
during (In1 ), and after (Post1, Post2 ) the competition season. Control subjects par-
ticipated in two separate scans (Test, reTest). We denoted the 14 high school male
football players as FP#1, FP#2, ... FP#14; and 20 high school female soccer players
as SP#1, SP#2, ... SP#20. Meanwhile, we denoted the 14 controls as CP#1, CP#2,
... CP#14.
In this study, the football team’s approximate scanning date were 1 month (In1 ),
2.5 months (In2 ), 4 months (Post1 ), and 8 months (Post2 ) after the first baseline
scanning session (Pre). The soccer team’s scanning dates were approximately 1 month
(In1 ), 4 months (Post1 ), and 7 months (Post2 ) after the Pre session. Scanning
interval between two separate scanning sessions of controls was 7-11 weeks.
However, not all of the participants underwent imaging at each scanning session,
due to scheduling conflicts and noncompletion of the MRI scan. Not all the imaging
sessions were included in this study, for example, imaging sessions which have lower
image quality due to heavy head motions or have large inhomogeneities of the outer
magnetic field will not be considered. Eight collision sports subjects (2 males, 6
11
females) were diagnosed with a concussion by their trainers or physicians during the
competition season. These concussed subjects underwent MR imaging (Inj ) within
72 hours of the brain injuries.
Previous concussions were self-reported by our study subjects. Of the 12 male
football players who did not have concussions during the season, 1 subject had 3
previous concussions, 2 subjects had 2 previous concussions, and 3 other subjects had
1 previous concussion. Of the 14 female soccer players who did not have concussions
during the playing season, 4 of them had 1 previous concussion. There were 1 male
football player and 1 female soccer player who su↵ered a concussion during the season
also had 1 previous concussion event.
3.2 MR Data Acquisition
Subjects underwent imaging on a 3T Signa HDx (General Electric) with a 16-
channel Nova Medical brain array. The magnitude SW data was acquired using an
axial 2-D multislice GE pulse sequence. To generate the resulting volumes, 15.0 msec
echo time (TE) and 500.0 msec repetition time (TR) were performed in the pulse
sequence. 40 slices (3 mm slice thickness) were acquired in the transverse plane and
the acquired FOV was 220 ⇥ 220 ⇥ 3 mm with a voxel volume of 0.86 ⇥ 0.86 ⇥ 3.00
mm3. The flip angle was 20  and the total acquisition time was 2 minutes and 58
seconds. The magnitude SW images were saved for each volume in DICOM format
of the General Electric system and were used in the following image processing steps.
Another 3-D T1 weighted inversion-recovery spoiled gradient echo (SPGR) pulse
sequence was also applied in this study. The inversion time of this pulse sequence was
450.0 msec. The T1 weighted anatomical data was acquired sagittally with an FOV
of 256⇥ 256 mm, and the slab thickness was 1 mm. The data acquisition matrix was
256⇥ 192⇥ 108. Sampling was symmetric in the read and phase-encoding directions,
giving an in-plane resolution of 1.00⇥ 1.00⇥ 1.00 mm3. The flip angle was 12  and
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the total acquisition time was 6 minutes and 4 seconds. The T1 weighted anatomical
images were used for the image registration.
3.3 Head Collision Events Monitoring
Head collision events of football players were monitored using the Head Impact
Telemetry System (HITS ; Simbex, LLC), embedded in Riddell helmets. The HITS
measures the frequency, severity, and type (linear or rotational acceleration) of helmet
impacts. Recorded head collision events were then grouped by helmet region. The
Riddell helmet equipped with the HITS system is shown in Fig. 3.1.
Fig. 3.1. HITS system in football players’ helmets.
3.4 Image Processing
3.4.1 Image Pre-processing
Magnitude SW images were processed using the tools in Functional MRI of the
Brain (FMRIB) Software Library (FSL) v5.0 [20] [21] [22]. First of all, a head motion
correction was applied to align all the 40 slices into the reference slice [23], then the
non-brain tissues were removed from the magnitude volumes using the Brain Extrac-
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tion Tool (BET) [24]. Subsequently, SUSAN noise reduction [25] was performed to
reduce the noise in the brain-only volume using nonlinear filtering whilst preserving
the underlying structure.
Note that Gibbs-ringing artifacts existed in the resulting magnitude SW images,
so the compensation method for ringing artifacts was needed. Gibbs-ringing is an
artifact which manifests itself as spurious oscillations in the vicinity of sharp image
transients, e.g. at tissue boundaries. Several approaches have been proposed to
reduce this artifact, for example, median filtering, however, it will also introduce the
global blurring. Our goal was to detect nonspecific ”hypointense region” rather than
to compare the calculated intensity value of each voxel, so it was not expected that
the median filtering would significantly a↵ect the statistical results.
After the compensation for ringing artifacts, we then performed the MR field inho-
mogeneity correction using FMRIB’s Automated Segmentation Tool (FAST) [26] on
the magnitude SW images. This method corrected the spatial intensity variations of
di↵erent tissue types, in order to compensate the low-signal areas caused by the outer
magnetic field inhomogeneity. The whole pipeline of the SWI image pre-processing
is shown in Fig. 3.2.
3.4.2 Image Registration
Magnitude SWI volumes were then introduced to a 2 stage image registration.
Our purpose was to register the magnitude SW image of each subject into standard
space, thus both rigid-body and non-linear registrations were required. We initially
aligned the every subject’s magnitude SW image to his/her T1 weighted anatomical
image using rigid-body registration (FLIRT [27] [23]), because this transformation
was often used for the within-subject registration. Subsequently, a non-linear regis-
tration (FLIRT [27] [23] & FNIRT [28]) was performed to register the T1 weighted
anatomical images of all subjects to the standardMNI152 structural template image,
including both a ne and warp transformations. These two resulting transformations
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Fig. 3.2. Pre-pocessing pipeline of magnitude SW images.
were concatenated and then applied to the original magnitude SW images to cre-
ate output images in the standard MNI152 template. The structural intermediate
images were used to reduce di↵erences in individual anatomies. The 2 stage image
registration method is shown in Fig. 3.3.
Fig. 3.3. 2-stage image registration of magnitude SW images.
3.4.3 Image Segmentation
Our analysis focused on detecting hypointense regions, as well as cerebral regions
showing negative intensity changes over time. The e↵ect of MRI scanner drift or
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di↵erent head positions within the RF coil can lead to the resulting volumes having
a variable MR signal from time to time, thus it would be di cult to distinguish the
hypointense regions from true lesions to normal global signal changes. Therefore,
we applied global intensity normalization first on each magnitude SW volume to
compensate this e↵ect, and it would force every magnitude SW volume to have the
same global mean intensity.
Subsequently, the image segmentation algorithm firstly classified all the brain
voxels into 1105 disjoint Talairach regions [29]. The Regions Of Interests (ROIs)
in the computerized 3D Talairach atlas were organized into five hierarchical levels:
Hemisphere, Lobe, Gyrus, Tissue type, and Cell type [30]. The entire brain volume
can be fully labeled at each hierarchical level. Note that we did not expect to see
observable changes in relatively large ROIs because the majority of study subjects
were asymptomatic, therefore, we tended to use ROIs with minor size. Regions at
Gyrus level are smaller than the regions at other levels, so we eventually segmented
the brain into 55 ROIs at Gyrus hierarchical level. Di↵erent Gyrus level regions are
shown in Fig. 3.4.
Fig. 3.4. Axial view of 55 Talairach regions at Gyrus hierarchical level.
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3.5 Statistical Analysis
3.5.1 Individual Analysis: Grubbs Test
Grubbs test [31] is a parametric test used to detect whether a given element is
largely deviated from a univariate data set that follows an approximately Gaussian
distribution. There were three assumptions in the Grubbs test:
1. All the ROIs are independent,
2. The mean intensity value of a given ROI in subjects are following an approxi-
mately Gaussian distribution,
3. Distributions in di↵erent ROIs have homogeneous variances.
The above assumptions were held because we applied the global intensity nor-
malization on each magnitude SW volume of every subject. Hence, we can use the
Grubbs test to identify whether a given ROI of a certain athlete was largely deviated
from all other subjects.
Specifically, the null hypothesis and alternative hypothesis in this test can be
described as follows.
H0 For a given ROI, no subject’s mean intensity value of this ROI was largely
deviated from all others.
Ha For a given ROI, there was at least one subject’s mean intensity value of this
ROI that was largely deviated from all others.
The Grubbs test statistic in this analysis was defined as,
G =
max1iN |Yi   Y |
std
(3.1)
, with Y and std denoting the sample mean and standard deviation, respectively.
The Grubbs test statistic was the largest absolute deviation from the sample mean
in units of the sample standard deviation.
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Since we were only interested in hypointense regions in the human brain, so we
would use one-sided test of Grubbs test and test whether the minimum value of a
data set is largely deviated from all other values. For the one-sided test, the null





N   2 + t2↵/(N),N 2
, with N denoting as the size of data set, t↵/(2N),N2 denoting as the upper critical
value of the t-distribution with N   2 degrees of freedom and a significance level of
↵/(N). The detected ROI would be then considered as the largely deviated element.
The Grubbs test [31] [32] was first performed between the reTest scans and Test
scans of controls, to examine if there was any hypointensities found in the reTest
scans of controls. No significant deviated regions were observed in any subject would
suggest that none of them showed the abnormalities in their magnitude SW data
over time, illustrating that two separate scans of controls (Test and reTest) can be
considered together as the reliable reference samples.
Not all subjects in our study participated the baseline MR imaging in this study,
so we designed two di↵erent strategies in this individual analysis, named as with
baseline and without baseline test.
For the without baseline test, Grubbs test was performed between the individual
athletes session (e.g. Pre, In1, In2, Post1, Post2, Inj ) and the entire control group
(Test and reTest), to seek chronic deviated ROIs inside the athletes magnitude SW
images.
For the with baseline test, Grubbs test was performed on the intensity change
between individual athletes sessions (e.g. In1-Pre, In2-Pre, Post1-Pre, Post2-Pre,
Inj-Pre), to see if the neurophysiological change was beyond the standard range,
which was obtained from the intensity change between the two sessions of control
group (reTest-Test).
We applied 55 repeated, but independent comparisons in this analysis, then the
multiple comparison correction should be adopted. Specifically, the Bonferroni cor-
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rection [33] was applied prior to each single test, the adjusted significance level would
become ↵K =
0.05
55 ⇡ 0.0009. Here, ↵ was denoted the original significance level, which
was 0.05, and K was the number of multiple comparisons, equaling to the number of
di↵erent ROIs. With this new significance level, the overall 95% accuracy rate was
guaranteed.
3.5.2 Group Analysis: Randomized Paired t-Test
One of our interests was to investigate the longitudinal intensity changes of cere-
bral regions in all study subjects, therefore, a non-parametric test was applied on
di↵erent comparison sets in each sports group. There were ten comparison sets in
football group, i.e., Pre vs In1, Pre vs In2, Pre vs Post1, Pre vs Post2, In1 vs In2,
In1 vs Post1, In1 vs Post2, In2 vs Post1, In2 vs Post2, Post1 vs Post2. Meanwhile,
six comparison sets were used in soccer group, i.e., Pre vs In1, Pre vs Post1, Pre vs
Post2, In1 vs Post1, In1 vs Post2, Post1 vs Post2. And two comparison sets were
used in the control group, Test vs reTest.
Precisely, the randomized paired t-test (50,000 permutations) was used to sensi-
tively detect significantly deviated ROIs inside the human brain. In addition, theMax
Statistic method was used to adjust the p-values of each variable for multiple com-
parisons correction (Groppe et al. [34]). Like the Bonferroni correction, this method
adjusted p-values in a way that control the family-wise error rate (FWER). However,
this correction method was more powerful than the Bonferroni correction since the
observational variables (i.e. ROIs) in this test are correlated.
3.5.3 Group Analysis: Linear Regression
In this study, linear regression was applied to find relationships between the mean
signal intensity and the metric of head collision events that football players received
during the competition season, in order to find the possible reasons for the neuro-
physiological changes we observed in previous tests.
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The metric of head collision events is defined as the multiplication of hit counts
and hit magnitude. We assume that the N(subj)i was the head hits that one specific
player received in ith week, andM(subj)i was the weekly averaged linear acceleration
data of the hits that one player received in ith week. Then the metric of head collision






, where subj referred to the specific athlete (e.g. FP#1/FP#2), session referred
to the certain scanning time point (e.g. In1/In2 ), W (subj)session was the number of
practice weeks that this specific player having before the scanning time point session.
Moreover, we assumed that the mean intensity value of an ROI of an individual
subject at a specific scanning time point as µ(subj)roisession, where subj, and session
were the same definitions, and roi referred to a certain ROI inside the brain. For
example, µ(FP#1)1In1 was defined as the mean signal intensity of ROI#1 of FP#1
at In1 session. For simplicity, we marked 55 disjoint Talairach ROIs as numbers from
1 to 55. The correspondence between the index numbers and ROIs is shown in the
two leftmost columns of Table 4.4.
For each football athlete, we had 5 imaging time points at most. It would be less
robust to implement the linear regression individually, so we utilized this regression
analysis based on the group-wise. For each ROI ⌘, we applied the linear regression
between the mean intensity value of that ROI of the athlete group at each scanning
scanning session, i.e.
{µ(FP#1)⌘Pre, µ(FP#2)⌘Pre, ..., µ(FP#1)⌘In1, ..., µ(FP#14)⌘Post2}
, and the metric of head collision events at each corresponding time point, i.e.
{E(FP#1))Pre, E(FP#2))Pre, ..., E(FP#1))⌘In1, ..., E(FP#14))Post2}.
Like the Grubbs test, the Bonferroni correction was also applied to the linear
regression to guarantee the overall 95% accuracy rate.
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4. RESULTS
4.1 Results of Grubbs Test
The Grubbs test was firstly performed between the reTest scans and Test scans of
14 controls, no hypointensities were observed in any region of the brain. This suggests
that none of the controls showed the abnormalities in their magnitude SW data over
time, and will further illustrate that the two separate scans of control group (Test
and reTest) can be merged together as the reference samples.
For the without baseline test, 2 male football players (FP#1 and FP#2) exhibited
negatively deviated regions (corrected p value< 0.05) in their brain, compared to the
controls. None of the female soccer players exhibited negatively deviated regions in
their brains. Negatively deviated ROIs suggested that those ROIs were appearing as
hypointense regions. It is likely happened that CMBs or abnormal changes accompany
blood flow occurred inside those regions at the detecting time points. The detail
information of these hypointense regions is demonstrated in Table 4.1. The signal
intensity levels of hypointense ROIs in FP#1/FP#2 vs controls are shown in Fig.4.1
and Fig.4.2. These two figures depict how the intensity level of each hypointense
ROI of FP#1 and FP#2 changes during the competition season. Of note, FP#1
experienced the most hits of any athlete during the playing season, exceeding all
others by 20%, and had the second highest mean hit linear acceleration (38.5G).
Therefore, it is with high probability that the abnormal intensity changes of certain
cerebral regions found in FP#1 correlate with the head collision events that this
player received during the season. The hypointense regions of these two athletes are
shown in Fig. A.1, and Fig. A.2.
For the with baseline test, 4 football players (including the 2 football players found
in the without baseline test) and 4 soccer players were found to have cerebral regions
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Table 4.1.
Hypointense ROIs in football players vs controls.
Name of ROIs
Signal intensity di↵erences comparing with controls
(# Negatively significant deviated; - Insignificant deviated; N/A Not applicable)
Pre In1 In2 Post1 Post2
FP#1
Cerebellar Tonsil # - # - N/A 1
Fourth Ventricle - - # - N/A
Pyramis - - # - N/A
FP#2
Fourth Ventricle - # - - -
Inferior Frontal Gyrus - # - - -
Middle Temporal Gyrus - # - - -
1 The Post2 session of FP#1 was discarded because of the unsatisfactory lower image quality due to the huge e↵ect of head
movements.







































Fig. 4.1. Signal intensity level of detected hypointense ROIs in asymp-
tomatic athlete FP#1 vs controls.
that show significant negative changes (corrected p value< 0.05). Detail information
of this finding is displayed in Table 4.2, and Table 4.3. Cerebral regions with negative
intensity changes suggest that the regions were becoming hypointense during the time
interval between the two corresponding imaging sessions, indicating that CMBs were
probably occurring in those regions during that time.
In Fig. 4.3-4.10, we show the across-session signal intensity changes of detected
ROIs in each abnormal athlete vs controls. 1 of 3 significantly deviated ROIs in FB#1,
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Fig. 4.2. Signal intensity level of detected hypointense ROIs in asymp-
tomatic athlete FP#2 vs controls.
and 3 of 3 significantly deviated ROIs in FB#2 we found in the without baseline test
are the same as the ROIs we observed in this test. This indicates our findings are
in the agreement. There was one symptomatic soccer player, i.e. SP#4, who was
diagnosed with a concussion during the competition season, and we evidently observed
the negative intensity changes of the functional regions in her brain. Another worth
mentioning subject is FP#10, he only behaved abnormally in the Post2 session but
not in any previous imaging sessions. Note that this player also participated wrestling
activities after the regular football season. It is perhaps that the abnormalities we
found in his Post2 session were correlated with the head collision events he received in
the wrestling competitions. The detected functional regions of each abnormal athlete
are shown in Fig. A.3-A.12.
4.2 Results of Randomized Paired t-Test
Randomized paired t test exhibited no changes in any ROI of the control group
and the football group. However, a group of soccer athletes exhibited one ROI (i.e.,
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Table 4.2.
Negative changes in ROIs in football players vs controls.
Name of ROIs
Across-session signal intensity changes comparing with controls
(# Negatively significant changes; - Insignificant changes; N/A Not applicable)
In1-Pre In2-Pre Post1-Pre Post2-Pre
FP#1
Culmen - # - N/A 2
Culmen of Vermis - # - N/A
Declive of Vermis - # - N/A
Fastigium - # - N/A
Fourth Ventricle - # - N/A
Fusiform Gyrus - # - N/A
Lingual Gyrus - # - N/A
FP#2
Culmen # - - -
Declive # - - -
Declive of Vermis # - - -
Fastigium # - - -
Fourth Ventricle # - - -
Fusiform Gyrus # - - -
Inferior Frontal Gyrus # - - -
Inferior Temporal Gyrus # - - -
Lingual Gyrus # - - -
Middle Temporal Gyrus # - - -
Nodule # - - -
Uncus # - - -
FP#9 Uncus - - # -
FP#10
Cerebellar Lingual - - - #
Culmen - - - #
Fourth Ventricle - - - #
Precentral Gyrus - - - #
Precuneus - - - #
Superior Temporal Gyrus - - - #
2 The Post2-Pre session of FP#1 was discarded because of the lower image quality of Post2 session image of FP#1.
Inferior Frontal Gyrus) in which the mean signal intensity was found to be signifi-
cantly decreased from Pre to In1 session. This finding suggests that Inferior Frontal
Gyrus is fairly vulnerable to the head collisions in the high school female soccer ath-
letes, and athletes should pay attention to protect this area so as to prevent it from
injury. This region is revealed in Fig. A.13. Note that the outer borders of the
Talairach ROIs were extended slightly to include small invaginations [30], in order to
map all sizes of brains.
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Table 4.3.
Negative changes in ROIs in soccer players vs controls.
Name of ROIs
Across-session signal intensity changes comparing with controls
(# Negatively significant changes; - Insignificant changes; N/A Not applicable)
In1-Pre Inj-Pre Post1-Pre Post2-Pre
SP#4
Culmen # # 3 # -
Fastigium # # # -
Fourth Ventricle # # # -
Fusiform Gyrus # # # -
Cerebellar Lingual - # # -
Declive of Vermis - # - -
Inferior Temporal Gyrus - # - -
Lingual Gyrus - # # -
Declive - - # -
SP#7
Culmen # N/A N/A 4 N/A 5
Fusiform Gyrus # N/A N/A N/A
Inferior Temporal Gyrus # N/A N/A N/A
Middle Temporal Gyrus # N/A N/A N/A
SP#10
Middle Occipital Gyrus - N/A # -
Supramarginal Gyrus - N/A # -
SP#15
Culmen # N/A - -
Inferior Frontal Gyrus # N/A - -
Medial Frontal Gyrus # N/A - -
Superior Temporal Gyrus # N/A - -
3 Players who had concussion events during the competition season had the Inj session.
4 SP#7 did not participate the Post1 session scan.
5 The Post2 session of SP#7 was discarded because the resulting image was badly a↵ected by the magnetic field inhomo-
geneity.
4.3 Results of Linear Regression
Only the hypointensities in the magnitude SW data had the biological meanings,
so we were only interested in negative linear relationships that found in this regression
analysis. Of the total 55 disjoint Talairach ROIs, 28 were showing decreasing trends,
indicating that mean signal intensities of those ROIs were decreased when the metric
of head collision events increased. The metric of head collision events had taken both
numbers of head blow events and linear acceleration into consideration, which is pos-
itively proportional to the magnitude and accumulated number of hits. There existed
1 significant linear relationship among these 28 decreasing trend relationships. The
detail information about all the linear relationships we found in 55 disjoint ROIs is
shown in Table 4.4. The functional region that having a significant linear relationship
with the metric of head collision events is shown in Fig. A.14. This region is vul-
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Fig. 4.3. Across-session signal intensity changes of detected ROIs in
asymptomatic athlete FP#1 vs controls.
Fig. 4.4. Across-session signal intensity changes of detected ROIs in
asymptomatic athlete FP#2 vs controls.
nerable to the head collisions, suggesting that the football players should protect this
area carefully in order to prevent the possible occurrence of CMBs. Note that the
Post2 session of FP#1, as well as the Pre session of FP#14, was discarded because
of the unsatisfactory low image quality due to the huge e↵ects of head movements.
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Fig. 4.5. Across-session signal intensity changes of detected ROIs in
asymptomatic athlete FP#9 vs controls.
Fig. 4.6. Across-session signal intensity changes of detected ROIs in
asymptomatic athlete FP#10 vs controls.
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Fig. 4.7. Across-session signal intensity changes of detected ROIs in
symptomatic athlete SP#4 vs controls.
Fig. 4.8. Across-session signal intensity changes of detected ROIs in
asymptomatic athlete SP#7 vs controls.
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Fig. 4.9. Across-session signal intensity changes of detected ROIs in
asymptomatic athlete SP#10 vs controls.
Fig. 4.10. Across-session signal intensity changes of detected ROIs in
asymptomatic athlete SP#15 vs controls.
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Table 4.4.
Statistics for linear regression in football players.
Index of ROI Name of ROI Increasing/Decreasing Trend Adjusted R-squared Adjusted P value
1 Angular Gyrus " - -
2 Anterior Cingulate # 0.070 1.009
3 Caudate " - -
4 Cerebellar Lingual # -0.010 3.804
5 Cerebellar Tonsil # 0.081 0.916
6 Cingulate Gyrus " - -
7 Claustrum " - -
8 Culmen # -0.013 3.873
9 Culmen of Vermis # 0.026 2.289
10 Cuneus " - -
11 Declive # 0.080 0.856
12 Declive of Vermis # 0.106 0.461
13 Extra-Nuclear " - -
14 Fastigium # 0.049 1.573
15 Fourth Ventricle # 0.039 1.960
16 Fusiform Gyrus # 0.077 0.864
17 Inferior Frontal Gyrus # 0.050 1.573
18 Inferior Occipital Gyrus # 0.112 0.414
19 Inferior Parietal Lobule " - -
20 Inferior Semi-Lunar Lobule # 0.022 2.900
21 Inferior Temporal Gyrus # 0.100 0.545
22 Insula " - -
23 Lateral Ventricle " - -
24 Lentiform Nucleus " - -
25 Lingual Gyrus # 0.066 1.059
26 Medial Frontal Gyrus # -0.018 2.924
27 Middle Frontal Gyrus " - -
28 Middle Occipital Gyrus # 0.003 3.729
29 Middle Temporal Gyrus # 0.030 2.253
30 Nodule # -0.001 4.010
31 Orbital Gyrus " - -
32 Paracentral Lobule " - -
33 Parahippocampal Gyrus " - -
34 Postcentral Gyrus " - -
35 Posterior Cingulate " - -
36 Precentral Gyrus " - -
37 Precuneus " - -
38 Pyramis # 0.235 0.016 6
39 Pyramis of Vermis # 0.035 2.289
40 Rectal Gyrus " - -
41 Sub-Gyral " - -
42 Subcallosal Gyrus " - -
43 Superior Frontal Gyrus " - -
44 Superior Occipital Gyrus " - -
45 Superior Parietal Lobule " - -
46 Superior Temporal Gyrus # -0.018 3.531
47 Supramarginal Gyrus " - -
48 Thalamus " - -
49 Third Ventricle # 0.008 3.353
50 Transverse Temporal Gyrus " - -
51 Tuber # 0.132 0.245
52 Tuber of Vermis # 0.018 2.900
53 Uncus # 0.043 1.813
54 Uvula # 0.116 0.440
55 Uvula of Vermis # -0.001 4.010




Most studies related with SWI or T ⇤2 weighted GE imaging techniques tend to use
visual inspection to detect the hypointense lesions, however, this strategy is less useful
to detect mild brain injuries that may not produce enough reduced signal intensity.
This work mainly focused on detecting relatively small intensity changes of di↵erent
functional regions of the human brain that doctors/physicians might find di culty in
observing the same areas just by visual inspection.
For a given magnitude SW image of an athlete, each voxel might produce a signal
that arises from tissue in multiple states of health or injury, and the voxel intensity
may not be reduced to the same extent [5]. For the individual analysis in this study,
it is clear that with baseline test is more powerful and reasonable than the without
baseline test. With the baseline images, we can measure the neurophysiological change
of each function ROI of every individual subject, and to see if the change showed any
abnormalities. However, it is unreasonable to have all the subjects participated in
the baseline imaging scan. A less robust without baseline can be performed on the
subjects who do not have the reference baseline images, but it would be considerably
conservative.
Furthermore, we did observe a few visually obvious signs of brain damages (i.e.
CMBs) in asymptomatic as well as symptomatic athletes, but our findings are not
perfectly associated with athletes’ concussion histories or head collision events. Re-
sults from the individual analysis suggest that the signal intensity changes of di↵erent
functional regions may not only happen immediately after the brain injury, but also
can occur during the recovery phase. Football players FP#9, FB#10, and the soccer
player SP#10 show that some significant finding was observed in their Post session
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scans, implying that the human brain may continue su↵ering from the post-impact
for a short period (2-3 months). However, our findings also show that majority of ath-
letes can recover from the head impacts in a relatively long period (5-6 months), since
the intensity ranges of their Post2 sessions were almost the same level of intensity
ranges in their Pre sessions, no matter the brain regions.
The results of individual and group analysis show that a few statistically signifi-
cant decreases were found in some certain ROIs among several sport athletes, while
most of the collision sport athletes exhibited no magnitude SW image changes dur-
ing their own playing season. These findings suggest that, except in extreme cases,
mild/moderate head impacts might not lead to observable changes in magnitude SW
data. The exceptions indicate that observation of hypointense regions is likely re-
lated to the severity of the injury and/or aggregate intensity of head blows received
during participation. It is also shown that T ⇤2 weighted imaging, while not ideal for
asymptomatic athletes, can reveal changes in some mTBI subjects.
It is also worth mentioning that we make no claim that this method can specifi-
cally detect hemorrhages, there will be unavoidably a background of false detections.
For example, there are a few detected ROIs in Fig. 4.4 that show large standard devi-
ations, indicating the noise of those ROIs may not be successfully compensated, and
will probably lead to a false alarm. Additionally, the T ⇤2 weighted GE pulse sequence
can not di↵erentiate paramagnetic from diamagnetic substances, so the hypointense
areas in the resulting images can either caused by paramagnetic or diamagnetic mate-
rials. Therefore, the hypointense regions we detected could cause by the microbleeds,
or by the calcification, or by other possible reasons. Nevertheless, our subjects are
consisting of young athletes aged from 14-22, so it is likely that CMBs are the major
cause of the hypointensities.
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5.2 Study Limitations and Future Work
There are several limitations in this study, a few of which are expected to be
resolved in the future. Firstly, subjects in our study were broken into groups, di↵er-
entiated by sex, sports, and diagnosis (concussed/non-concussed). However, not all
subjects in our study completed all of the scheduled imaging time points, especially
the baseline imaging session. For those concussed subjects, the majority of them only
participated in one MRI scanning, and this obstructs our way of doing the statistical
analysis.
In addition, our interest was to investigate the neurophysiological changes in each
functional region of the brain. We did observe some intensity changes in those ROIs
over time, but there was also expected to have some relatively small hypointense spots
inside the human brain. The size of regions in our study was around the same size
as the large CMBs (> 5.7mm has been suggested for visual inspection studies [5]), so
that smaller, and more subtle intensity changes in the sensitized images were omitted
in this study. For future work, we expect to interrogate the time course of clusters of
low-intensity voxels, to see how the low-intensity clusters correlated with concussions
or the accumulated head blows received during the season.
Another limitation of this study was the correlation between the intensity values
of the di↵erent ROIs of the athletes and the head collisions received still remains
poorly characterized. This is partly because of lack of data samples in this study, due
to the fact that not all football players in this study were monitored for head collision
events. In the future, we need to further analyze the hits information so as to find
out the more robust correlation, and probably will include the rotational acceleration
data and location information of hits in the study.
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6. CONCLUSIONS
The T ⇤2 weighted GE pulse sequence we used in this study allowed us to generate
magnitude SW images, and further detect the hypointense cerebral regions that are
possibly associated with the presence of blood breakdown products, causing by dam-
aged vessels. After a pre-processing pipeline, the magnitude SW data were aligned
into standard MNI152 space and segmented into 55 disjoint Talairach regions at
Gyrus hierarchical level. We ended up using three statistical analysis (Grubbs test,
randomized paired t-test, and linear regression) to detect cerebral regions which are
showing negative changes during the participation. Results are implying that more
powerful and reasonable conclusions will be summarized if we include the reference
baseline images in the study. Besides, a few statistically significant decreases were
found in some certain ROIs among several sports athletes while most of the collision
sports athletes exhibited no magnitude SW image changes during their own playing
season. These findings suggest that, except in extreme cases, mild/moderate head
impacts might not lead to observable changes in magnitude SW data. The exceptions
indicate that observation of hypointense regions is likely related to the severity of the
injury and/or aggregate intensity of head blows received during participation. It is
also shown that T ⇤2 weighted imaging, while not ideal for asymptomatic athletes, can
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A. APPENDIX I: FIGURES
Fig. A.1. Sagittal, Coronal, and Axial view (from left to right) of
detected ROIs in In2 session of FP#1, compared with controls.
Fig. A.2. Sagittal, Coronal, and Axial view (from left to right) of
detected ROIs in In1 session of FP#2, compared with controls.
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Fig. A.3. Sagittal, Coronal, and Axial view (from left to right) of
detected ROIs in In2-Pre session of FP#1, compared with reTest-
Test.
Fig. A.4. Sagittal, Coronal, and Axial view (from left to right) of
detected ROIs in In1-Pre session of FP#2, compared with reTest-
Test.
Fig. A.5. Sagittal, Coronal, and Axial view (from left to right) of
detected ROIs in Post1-Pre session of FP#9, compared with reTest-
Test.
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Fig. A.6. Sagittal, Coronal, and Axial view (from left to right) of
detected ROIs in Post2-Pre session of FP#10, compared with reTest-
Test.
Fig. A.7. Sagittal, Coronal, and Axial view (from left to right) of
detected ROIs in In1-Pre session of SP#4, compared with reTest-
Test.
Fig. A.8. Sagittal, Coronal, and Axial view (from left to right) of
detected ROIs in Inj-Pre session of SP#4, compared with reTest-Test.
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Fig. A.9. Sagittal, Coronal, and Axial view (from left to right) of
detected ROIs in Post1-Pre session of SP#4, compared with reTest-
Test.
Fig. A.10. Sagittal, Coronal, and Axial view (from left to right) of
detected ROIs in In1-Pre session of SP#7, compared with reTest-
Test.
Fig. A.11. Sagittal, Coronal, and Axial view (from left to right) of
detected ROIs in Post1-Pre session of SP#10, compared with reTest-
Test.
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Fig. A.12. Sagittal, Coronal, and Axial view (from left to right) of
detected ROIs in In1-Pre session of SP#15, compared with reTest-
Test.
Fig. A.13. Sagittal, Coronal, and Axial view (from left to right) of the
detected ROI (i.e., Inferior Frontal Gyrus) in which the mean signal
intensity was found significantly decreased from Pre to In1 session
among soccer athletes.
Fig. A.14. Sagittal, Coronal, and Axial view (from left to right) of
the detected ROI (i.e., Pyramis) that having a significant linear rela-
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